Specifications

- Film:
  - Instax Mini film, 4 films per pack
- Print Mode:
  - Single shot, Burst, Multiple exposures
- ISO:
  - 250
- Image Size:
  - 51 x 68 mm
- Print Time:
  - Approximately 1 minute
- Flash:
  - Auto-flash, rechargeable, 3.5-V lithium battery
- Power Supply:
  - Built-in rechargeable battery, 3.5-V lithium battery
- Memory:
  - 8 MB, 15,000 pictures
- Dimensions:
  - 120 x 116 x 64 mm
- Weight:
  - 350 g
- Accessories:
  - Cover, Strap, Selfie mirror, Protective case, Carrying strap, 3x4 film pack


Now even more ways to give.

The new instax mini11 don’t just take, give.
Now It’s Easy to Get Bright Photos Anywhere!

The high-performance flash automatically calculates surrounding brightness and adjusts shutter speed accordingly — no need for any special settings.

Other instax mini cameras

The flash of the flash does not reach the background, resulting in a dark-looking photo.

Instax mini 11

mini 11 captures bright backgrounds and bright subjects even in dark areas.

Selfies & Close-Ups Never Looked Better!

Simply pull out the lens to instantly switch to Selfie Mode!

When you see the “SELFIE ON” mark, it’s on Selfie Mode!

1. Capture a perfect Close-Up!

Use Selfie Mode to shoot a subject 30 to 50cm away so you can get a clear close-up shot every time.

2. Brighter Backgrounds

There's a slight shift between the Viewfinder and the actual photo during close-up. Make sure to aim just 30cm to the right of your subject to get the best results.

Customize Your Camera

Two shutter button accessories and a strap are included.

*Flash Brightness*

*Flash Power Mode*

*Close-Up Range 30 to 50cm*